
4D-4G. FRANZ PETTER SCHMIDTWeaving
Fabrics for Suits Exhibition view of re-

stored loom textile production, historical re-
search, and garment making process for two

suits made of Sjølingstad Woolen Mill’s
best-selling pattern 747 (circa 1950s), gar-
ments tailor-made by LIV GURI ØSTREM and
SIV STØLDAL. Photos courtesy of the artist

and Trøndelag Center for Contemporary Art,
Trondheim, Norway, 2016.
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Mending the Fashion Industry:

Scandinavian Style
b y  J e s s i c a  H e m m i n g s

tThe fashion industry is in need of repair. Famil-
iar criticisms are easy to level: overproduction of
low quality goods manufactured in unacceptable
working conditions has driven down quality in
favor of volume. Far harder to come by are clear
solutions. Consumer apathy, the disparities of
global economics, and rapidly disappearing
knowledge pose formidable barriers to change.
But there are inspiring examples of designers and
artists succeeding in their rejection of our present
models of textile and fashion production. Time, as
Swedish artist Emelie Röndahl explains, is often
their greatest investment capital.

Franz Petter Schmidt’s project Weaving
Fabrics for Suits has nurtured an industrial loom
back to life to produce woven cloth again. Toril Jo-
hannessen designed printed cloth based on the
wax resist tradition and sourced a production run

in Ghana—recently extending the project in col-
laboration with the Oslo-based fashion collective
HAiK (Siv Støldal, Ida Falck Øien, and Harald Lunde
Helgesen) to include garment manufacture. In
neighboring Sweden, Emelie Röndahl hand
weaves large-scale tapestries, such as Rana Plaza:
the Collapse (April 24th 2013), that critique the val-
ues we ascribe to clothing and its production.

Franz Petter Schmidt is a tailor, weaver,
and dyer. As a Research Fellow at the Oslo National
Academy of the Arts, his Weaving Fabrics for Suits
tests the harsh realities of reviving Norway’s textile
industry. The project has restored a loom out of
use since 1948 at the Sjølingstad Woolen Mill, a
textile industry museum in southern Norway.
Working from original sample books, Schmidt
wove one of the Mill’s best selling fabrics from the
late 1950s named 727, and oversaw the cloth’s

FRANZ PETTER SCHMIDTWeaving Fabrics for Suits Exhibition view of restored loom textile production, historical research, and garment making
process for two suits made of Sjølingstad Woolen Mill’s best-selling pattern 747 (circa 1950s), garments tailor-made by LIV GURI ØSTREM and

SIV STØLDAL. Photo courtesy of the artist and Trøndelag Center for Contemporary Art, Trondheim, Norway, 2016.
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final incarnation as a made-to-measure three-
piece suit. 

Collaboration is a significant component
of the project, from the technical support and
skills needed to bring a decommissioned loom
back to working order to the fashion designers
who have responded to the cloth. Trained as a tai-
lor in London’s famed Savile Row, Liv Guri Østrem
constructed the final men’s suit made of the 727
fabric to Schmidt’s measurements, which he jokes
represents more hours of labor than he dares to

ever add up—or wear. Siv Støldal also worked
with Schmidt on another suit of green cloth.
Rather than an archival reference, this fabric was
based on Schmidt’s personal memory of the vi-
brant green color of the valley where he first
worked at the Sjølingstad Mill 16 years ago.

Industrial production is a central focus of
this research. While the finished suit of 727 fabric is
the result of uncountable hours of trial and error, it
also has the potential lifespan to justify its lengthy
gestation. “Objects can follow the consumer

ABOVE: TORIL JOHANNESSEN collaboration with HAIK
Fashion Collective Unlearning Optical Illusions (SS17
Collection) Textile designs by Toril Johannessen, clothing
designs by HAiK, 2016. Photo shoot with textile factory

workers in Ghana, West Africa. Photo: Nii Odzenma.
LEFT: FRANZ PETTER SCHMIDTWeaving Fabrics for Suits
Exhibition display at Oslo Kunstforening cultural center,

Olso, Norway, 2015. Photo: Christina Leithe Hansen.
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through life, even become a piece in use by several gen-
erations,” he suggests. The cut of men’s suiting is far less
prone to the whims of fashion, and here the suit is even
designed to allow for expansion if Schmidt’s slight frame
changes in the future.

Ultimately, Weaving Fabrics for Suits asks global
questions of production values, but concludes with a par-
ticularly individual response. “The motivation for my
work,” Schmidt reflects, “is based on intuition and linked
to my biography. It has been about coming to terms with
betrayal, loneliness, and sorrow. And, about being gay…
On the deepest level, this work has been about mending
and healing. Healing wounds and sorrow through reach-
ing out, constructing, recreating, and sharing. Mending
and healing myself, mending and healing the loom and
the textile sample book in the archive.”

Fellow Norwegian Toril Johannessen is equally
interested in the production cycle of textiles, but looked
further afield for solutions to her ongoing project Un-
learning Optical Illusions. Johannessen’s career began as
a photojournalist and it is a photographer’s eye that led
her to design a series of printed fabrics, initially for digital
printing, with stylistic reference to the wax resist tradition
popular throughout many of the west and central African
nations. Initially exhibited as large-scale photographs of
the cloth, the project then rewound to revive earlier
stages in the textile production cycle. Travel to the
Ghanaian capital Accra allowed work with a textile fac-
tory to print a small run of the collection. She collabo-
rated (like Schmidt) with HAiK to see the project through
to its logical end. With Johannessen’s bolts of printed
cloth, HAiK sourced a garment factory to assemble a col-
lection they designed in situ. 

Norway no longer manufactures printed textiles
or garments. HAiK’s Ida Falck Øien suggests that the
high minimum wage in Norway makes it unlikely for gar-
ment production to ever return to the country. Some pro-
duction of woven cloth has survived and, to a more
limited extent, knitted cloth production. But “we all need
to be part of a bigger change in what clothing is worth,”

TORIL JOHANNESSEN collaboration with HAIK Fashion Collective 
Unlearning Optical Illusions (SS17 Collection) 2016, textile designs by 

Toril Johannessen, clothing designs by HAiK, 2016.
Photo shoot with textile factory workers in Ghana, West Africa. 

Photos: Nii Odzenma.

“The motivation for my work,” 
Schmidt reflects, “is based on intuition and linked

to my biography. It has been about coming to terms
with betrayal, loneliness, and sorrow. 

And, about being gay…” 
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EMELIE RÖNDAHL Rana Plaza: the Collapse (April 24th 2013)
Made between July 2015 and February 2016 with H&M cloth-
ing, hand-woven tapestry, traditional Scandinavian rya (ryijy)

rug design, displayed on a scaffold tower, 4.9' x 9.8'.
Detail INSET.
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Their solutions for mending arrive through enormous 
personal investments of time…

Øien explains. She also concedes that pro-
duction that allows for digital solutions—
such as weaving and knitting—requires
less human labor hours and is more viable
in a country with high wage costs. 

Because of the limited availability
of manufacturing within Norway, HAiK
have, in recent years, produced their gar-
ments at a factory in Lithuania. But as Øien
explains, the idea of sending Johannessen’s
fabric printed in Ghana to Lithuania for gar-
ment production “felt counterintuitive”
when Lithuanian culture was not a refer-
ence point for the project. Instead, the
prints were combined with sport wear 
fabrics such as mesh sourced locally in
Ghana, a solution Øien admits is “not one
we would have thought of from Oslo.” For
the fashion shoot, HAiK asked many of the
individuals who worked in the Ghanaian
factory to model the collection, closing 
the loop in the production chain with the
same people who helped cut and sew the
collection. 

Johannessen and HAiK’s approach
is an exception to the rule. Far more typical
is a sense that the individuals who labor
behind the garments we wear are invisible.
The 2013 collapse of the Rana Plaza in
Bangladesh is considered the garment in-
dustry’s worst industrial accident. Swedish
tapestry weaver Emelie Röndahl revisited
this grave example in her large-scale
tapestry Rana Plaza: the Collapse (April
24th 2013). The project began in the final
month of her recent pregnancy during a
time when she had growing concerns
about the realities of child labor. Her deci-
sion to return to weaving eight weeks after
the birth of her son was a conscious ex-
change of time: “I took some of the time
from my son and gave it to them [child
laborers].”

The weft of Rana Plaza incorpo-
rates clothing made by the Swedish brand
H&M. Rather than a literal critique, the
clothing is intended as a symbol of 

ubiquitous cheap fashion familiar to
Swedish audiences where H&M originates.
Suspended on a scaffold-like tower, the in-
stallation acts as a further reminder of the
building’s collapse.  The imagery of the
tapestry is based on the first picture to 
appear in a Google search of the term Rana
Plaza collapse—the interface through
which most of us learn, and tend to turn
away from, the facts of textile and fashion
manufacturing.

Ironically, Röndahl admits that she
does not like to weave, acknowledging its
time demands make the process “boring
and lonely.” But she also sees this tedium as
an effective means of communication. “My
angle is emotional,” she reflects. “My time
commitment makes a lot of sense; when I
am weaving others are not.” If the garment
workers of Rana Plaza received inadequate
compensation for the value of their lives
and time, Röndahl invests her time in a 
critique of that imbalance.

How to mend the imbalances of
the fashion and textile industries is a
fraught question. But what each of these
examples shows are individuals who do
not find the current realities of production
acceptable. Their solutions for mending 
arrive through enormous personal invest-
ments of time—to nurture a dormant loom
back to life; to travel, design, and oversee
garment production far from home; 
to weave in isolation. Each act asks us to 
reconsider the value of our clothing and
the labor that goes into its creation.

Franz Petter Schmidt www.franzschmidt.no 
Sjølingstad Woolen Mill 
www.vestagdermuseet.no
Toril Johannessen www.toriljohannessen.no
HAiK www.haikwithus.com
Emelie Röndahl www.emelierondahl.se

—Dr. Jessica Hemmings, PhD, is Head of 
the School of Visual Culture and Professor at 
the National College of Art & Design, Dublin, 
Ireland. www.jessicahemmings.com
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